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Abstract Emergent events of urban rail transit may cause

train delay, even service disruption, and then lead to a large

number of passengers stranded. Urban rail transit system is

difficult to maintain normal operation, so passengers shall

be transported through other traffic modes outside the

station. Traffic management plan outside the station is

analyzed and evaluated in advance, which can increase

evacuation efficiency and reduce the influence of events on

society. The plan is evaluated through analyzing and sim-

ulation. Firstly, this paper analyzes the influence of events

on traffic outside the station and introduces common means

of traffic management. Then, this paper studies integrated

simulation method and chooses key evaluation indicators,

thus use the order of preference by similarity to ideal

solution to evaluate the traffic management plan based on

simulation. Finally, taking Jiangsu Road station as an

example, this paper evaluates the effectiveness of different

plans by simulation, the evaluation results show that plan 2

(partial priority) is optimal, which provides a reference for

urban rail transit emergency management.

Keywords Emergent events � Urban rail transit � Traffic
management outside the station � Simulation evaluation

1 Instruction

Emergent events of urban rail transit (URT) belong to the

category of public emergencies. It mainly refers to train

emergency situation that happens in the process of opera-

tion, such as fire, explosion, gas attack, earthquake, bad

weather, train derailment, disruption of rail line, sudden

large passenger flow, and so on. This paper studies on

event of disruption of rail line, this event means that sec-

tion of URT route is interrupted, which rail transit train

cannot run on the section. Emergent events will cause a

large number of passengers stranded, which shall be

evacuated by ground public transportation. Traffic man-

agement measures around the URT station should be taken,

which can ensure passengers safely evacuated and promote

emergency vehicles to carry out the evacuation and rescue

work. The stand or fall of traffic management measures has

a direct influence on treatment effect of emergent events,

so we shall evaluate and analyze the measures in advance.

The objective of this research is to evaluate traffic man-

agement plan outside the station with simulation and com-

prehensive evaluation. The paper is organized as follows:

firstly, traffic impactwas analyzed in the emergent events, and

traffic management plan was illustrated; then, the evaluation

method was presented, which is based on the simulation;

furthermore, evaluation process was illustrated through a

case; finally, we offered the summary and explanation to the

conclusion, and gave an outlook to the future research.

2 Researches of Traffic Management when
Emergency

Traffic management plan evaluation outside the station

belongs to research of traffic evacuation strategy. Traffic

evacuation can be divided into car evacuation [1–3] and
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bus evacuation [4–9]. Passengers are mainly evacuated by

buses in emergent events of URT; therefore, we focus on

bus evacuation in our study.

For the research of bus evacuation in emergent events of

URT, it is mainly in bus service replaces URT service.

Kepaptsoglou and Karlaftis [4] propose a methodological

framework for planning and designing an efficient bus

bridging network. Darmanin et al. [5] propose disruption

recovery strategies for the specific case of the existing bus

routes of theMelbournemetro system. Jin et al. [6] introduce

a localized rail-bus integration approach aimed at enhancing

the urban transit rail networks resilience to disruptions. Jin

et al. [7] present an optimization-based approach that

responds to disruptions of urban transit rail networks by

introducing smartly designed bus bridging services.

For the research of bus evacuation in other emergent

events, Karlaftis et al. [8] study on paratransit bus service

optimization for special events, and develop a program-

ming model for jointly obtaining optimal headways and

vehicle type. Carson and Bylsma [9] present a mathemat-

ical model of bus dispatch for special events, which the

minimum bus travel time is taken as the optimized object.

From the above, the researches mainly study on bus

evacuation strategy and scheduling optimization model, but

bus evacuation research with computer simulation is less,

which lacks accuracy in effect assessment of strategy

application.

Besides, for the research of passenger evacuation sim-

ulation, Huang [10] employees Exodus V4.06 and Smart-

fire V4.1 to simulate the evacuation under different risks in

one metro station in Shanghai. Wang and Chen [11] use

any logic to study the influence on evacuation time in

different passenger evacuation simulation scenarios. Liu

and Wu [12] use Simulex to carry out evacuation simula-

tion analysis of fires. The object of researches [10–14] is

passenger evacuation simulation inside the station, which

does not combine with passenger evacuation simulation

outside the station; therefore, these integrations are not

proposed. In addition, in the event of disruption of rail link,

traffic management plan shall consider the impact on

background traffic, so traffic management plan evaluation

needs to analyze comprehensive influence on traffic outside

the station. In view of the above analysis, it need further

research that how to combine simulation and comprehen-

sive evaluation to evaluate traffic management plan.

3 Traffic Impact Analysis in Emergent Events
of URT

In emergency events of URT, traffic outside the station

mainly consists of passengers, emergency vehicles, and

general vehicles. Emergency vehicles are divided into

emergency buses and emergency rescue vehicles. (As

tabulated in Table 1).

Passengers cannot be dissipated in time because of train

delay, so stranded passengers continue to increase, which

will cause station platform crowded and even cause hidden

trouble to safety. In this situation, some of passengers will

give up URT to choose ground public transportation.

Emergency rescue vehicles will arrive at the scene to carry

out rescue and maintenance work, such as police car,

ambulance car, tool car, and so on. Besides, as background

traffic, general vehicles shall be an important part of traffic

outside the station.

To ensure the normal operation of traffic outside the

station, it should make transfer passengers convenient,

guarantee emergency buses quickly transport passengers,

and make general vehicles running smoothly and orderly.

The influence factors of traffic operation mainly include

passenger traffic demand, the capacity of emergency bus,

and the capacity of intersection and road. These factors are

closely related to traffic management plan outside the

station.

4 Traffic Management Plan Outside the Station

When emergent events of URT happen, firstly, URT

emergency management department adjusts train operation

scheme according to specific circumstances, generally

takes part route on both sides of the interruption interval,

which choose turn back station to turn back, besides, it can

adopt bidirectional operation on single track; then, the

URT stations implement passenger flow organization,

which guides passengers quickly and to be safely evacu-

ated; furthermore, traffic management department imple-

ments traffic management plan outside the station, which

arranges for passengers to use ground transportation to

reach destination, and determines whether to use bus

bridging according to passenger demand. (As shown in

Fig. 1).

In addition, the passenger choice behavior in the emer-

gency event is mainly divided into the following aspects:

(1) choosing other metro lines to reach the destination; (2)

choosing shuttle bus to reach the destination; and (3)

choosing other traffic modes to reach the destination, such

as taxi. The shuttle bus is a major traffic modes for pas-

sengers transfer to ground traffic, so traffic management

outside the station should focus on this kind of passengers

who choose shuttle bus.

For traffic management plan outside the station, it con-

sists of three main aspects: passenger flow organization

outside the station, emergency bus organization, and road

traffic organization.
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(1) Passenger flow organization outside the station: It

may include setting reasonable pedestrian passage-

way. Besides, passengers could be guided to the bus

waiting area in batches.

(2) Emergency bus organization: It may include setting

reasonable emergency bus stops and managing gen-

eral vehicles around the bus stops, which is convenient

for emergency buses to arrive. Besides, we can choose

suitable parkingmode for emergency buses stop at bus

stop, and select surface car parking or bicycle lane as

temporary parking area for emergency buses.

(3) Road traffic organization: It mainly includes road

traffic organization and intersection traffic organiza-

tion. As for road traffic organization, it may include

reverse traffic organization, emergency lane settings,

and controlling flow and speed of general vehicles.

As for intersection traffic organization, we can adjust

the signal timing of intersection, prohibit left turn on

the intersection for general vehicles, and adopt one-

way green wave control.

5 Evaluation Method Based on Simulation

5.1 Simulation Model

This paper presents simulation logical model of traffic

management outside the station, which provides support

for evaluation (as shown in Fig. 2). The traffic man-

agement simulation needs to cooperate with train oper-

ation adjustment simulation and station passenger flow

organization simulation. Train operation adjustment

simulation needs to finish train operation diagram

adjustment for emergent events. Station passenger flow

organization simulation needs to finish evacuation sim-

ulation for passengers transfer from station platform to

outside of the station. Traffic management simulation is

mainly for road and intersection traffic organization,

emergency buses in and out of the bus stop, and orga-

nization for stop and parking. We can get evaluation

indicators through simulation results, then evaluate the

traffic management plan.

Table 1 Traffic composition outside the station

Composition part Demand character Priority level

Passengers Quickly and safely arriving at destination –

Emergency buses Quickly entering and exiting the traffic area outside the station Partial priority or absolute priority

Emergency rescue vehicles Quickly arriving at rescue scene Absolute priority

General vehicles Smoothly and orderly running, as far as possible without interference No priority

Train operation 
adjustment scheme

Station passenger flow 
organization scheme

Traffic management plan 
outside the station

Disrupted rail link Normal station

Part route Bridging bus route

Turn-back station

Fig. 1 The disposal process in

emergent events of URT
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According to Fig. 2, the input parameter of traffic

management simulation is based on train operation

adjustment simulation and station passenger flow organi-

zation simulation. The main steps of the simulation are as

follows: (1) Arriving and departing time of trains can be

got through train operation adjustment simulation. (2)

Combining with passenger flow data, passenger arrival rate

can be got through station passenger flow organization

simulation. According to the rate, the number of emer-

gency buses and departure interval can be determined,

which are the key input parameters for traffic management

simulation. (3) We can simulate the traffic management

outside the station with these parameters.

In addition, the input parameters for the simulation are

as follows. As for train operation adjustment simulation,

the input parameters mainly include rail line data, rail

transit station data, and signal system data; as for station

passenger flow organization simulation, the input parame-

ters mainly include the station building layout data, pas-

senger flow data, and passenger characteristic data; as for

traffic management simulation, the input parameters

mainly include road network data, traffic demand data,

traffic management, and control data.

Due to the lack of integrated simulation environment,

we can simulate the train operation adjustment through

RailSys software, the software includes accurate tools for

running time calculation, infrastructure mapping,

timetable construction and evaluation, and the planning of

vehicle rosters [15], simulation steps for this software

include infrastructure model creation, train model creation,

traction calculation, train diagram design, trains operation

simulation, and simulation result output. There are other

related softwares, such as OpenTrack, STRESI, and so on.

In addition, we simulate the station passenger flow orga-

nization and traffic management through Vissim software;

the software is a microscopic simulation tool that can

simulate vehicles running condition on links, junctions, and

small networks at a high level of detail [16], there are other

related softwares, such as Paramics, TransModeler, Aim-

sun, and so on. In order to ensure the evaluation results of

different traffic management plans are comparable, we

make the following assumptions: passenger demand is

same in different plan, size, and performance of emergency

buses are same, and road traffic environment for vehicle

running is same.

5.2 Evaluation Model

It shall be first considered that how to quickly evacuate

passengers to safe destination in emergency events of URT,

so the capacity of the emergency evacuation shall be the

primary indicator to estimate the rationality of plan,

Arriving and departing 
time of trains

     Train operation adjustment
simulation 

Station passenger flow 
organization simulation

Traffic management 
simulation

Basic data for 
URT simulation

Passenger flow 
data

Basic data for
ground traffic 

simulation

Passenger arrival 
rate

Estimate the rationality of plan

Comprehensive evaluation
Evaluate feedback

Fig. 2 Simulation logical

model of traffic management

outside the station
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unreasonable plan is out of our study. The capacity of the

emergency evacuation P means the number of passengers

evacuated per hour, which is calculated by the following

expression:

P ¼
Pn

i¼1 Ni

nT
; ð1Þ

n is the simulation time, T the simulation cycle (h), Ni the

number of passengers evacuated in simulation cycle.

The main body of traffic management includes evacu-

ation passenger, emergency bus, and general vehicle.

According to the three main bodies, we choose compre-

hensive indicators that can be available through simulation.

(As tabulated in Table 2).

Traffic management plan outside the station is evaluated

through a way for the combination of individual evaluation

and comprehensive evaluation. At first, we estimate the

rationality of plan. Then, we synthetically evaluate rea-

sonable plan by TOPSIS model.

The technique for order of preference by similarity to

ideal solution (TOPSIS) is a multi-criteria decision analysis

method [17], which was originally developed by Hwang

and Yoon in 1981 with further developments by Yoon in

1987, and Hwang, Lai and Liu in 1993. Besides, there are

other comprehensive evaluation models, such as AHP,

FCE, DEA, and so on, but TOPSIS model has the advan-

tage of simple calculation process, and no strict require-

ments for sample size and distribution. However, it will

lead the evaluation result unstable because of subjective

weight. Therefore, we determine the weights of evaluation

indicators with entropy evaluation method, so as to avoid

subjectively determining weights. The following specific

introduces the new TOPSIS model.

Supposing there is a decision problem, which the

number of plans is n and the number of evaluation indi-

cators is m. The original data form is shown in the below

table.

Evaluation object Indicator 1 Indicator 2 … Indicator m

1 x11 x12 … x1m

2 x21 x22 … x2m

… … … … …
n xn1 xn2 … xnm

Therefore, we can get a decision matrix, A ¼ ðxijÞn�m.

(1) Standardizing the value of indicators in the deci-

sion matrix A, then getting a standard decision

matrix Z 0, which is calculated by the following

expression:

z0ij ¼
xij
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn

i¼1 x
2
ij

q i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m

ð2Þ

(2) Constructing the weighting decision matrix Z, which

is calculated by the following expression:

zij ¼ wjz
0
ij i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m ð3Þ

wj the weight of evaluation indicator j.

We determine the weights of evaluation indicators

with entropy evaluation method, and the entropy

value of evaluation indicator j is Hj, which is cal-

culated by the following expression:

Hj ¼
1

� ln n

Xn

i¼1

fij ln fij

 !

i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n;

j ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m ð4Þ

fij ¼
ð1þ z0ijÞPn
i¼1 ð1þ z0ijÞ

ð5Þ

The weight of evaluation indicator is wj, which is

calculated by the following expression:

wj ¼
1� Hj

n�
Pm

j¼1 Hj

;
Xm

j¼1

wj ¼ 1 ð6Þ

(3) Determine the ideal solution Zþ and negative ideal

solution Z�, which are calculated by the following

expression. The evacuation indicators are divided

into ‘‘benefit type’’ and ‘‘cost type,’’ the greater

benefit type indicators are better, and the smaller

cost type indicators are better. The index set of

benefit type is L, and the index set of cost type is L0.

Zþ ¼ ðzþ1 ; zþ2 ; � � �; zþmÞ
¼ fðmaxzij j 2 Lj Þ; ðminzij j 2 L0j Þ i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nj g

ð7Þ

Z� ¼ ðz�1 ; z�2 ; � � �; z�mÞ
¼ fðminzij j 2 Lj Þ; ðmaxzij j 2 L0j Þ i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nj g

ð8Þ

(4) Calculating the distance Sþi that plan i to the ideal

solution Zþ, and the distance S�i that plan i to the

negative ideal solution Zþ, which are calculated by

the following expression:

Sþi ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xm

j¼1

ðzij � zþj Þ
2

v
u
u
t i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n ð9Þ
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S�i ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xm

j¼1

ðzij � z�j Þ
2

v
u
u
t i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n ð10Þ

(5) Calculating the relative adjacent degree Ci that plan i

to the ideal solution, which is calculated by the

following expression. If the value of Ci is greater, the

implementation effect of the plan is better.

Ci¼
S�i

S�i þ Sþi
i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n ð11Þ

6 Case Analysis

We chose the metro accident case in Shanghai Metro Line

2 for analysis. Assume that the rail line disruption happens

in Jiangsu Road station to West Nanjing Road station

section. According to Shanghai Metro Emergency

Response Plan [18], Metro emergency management

department shall take a part route running mode in East

Xujing station to Jiangsu Road station section, and Peo-

ple’s Square station to Pudong International Airport station

section. (As shown in Fig. 3).

6.1 Determining Traffic Management Area Outside

the Station

We chose Jiangsu Road station as the object of study,

which is the turn back station that is responsible for

emptying all the passengers, so it has a great influence on

traffic operation outside the station. Jiangsu Road station is

located in Changning District of Shanghai, which is the

transfer station that includes Metro Line 2 and Metro Line

11. In order to make study more targeted, we referenced the

standard about traffic impact assessment scope in Trans-

portation Impact Analyses for Site Development [19] and

then determined the traffic management area (as shown in

Fig. 4). In the area, Line 11 station is located in Jiangsu

Road, and Line 2 station is located in Yuyuan Road. There

are bus stops around No. 1/3/5 subway exit, No. 3 bus stop

is far from No. 8 subway exit. In addition, there are two bus

routes through Jiangsu Road station to People’s Square

station section, which parallels the Metro Line 2.

We investigated the traffic conditions and architectural

layout in the area On June 1, 2015, between 7:00 am and

9:00 am, which provided real data for simulation experi-

ments. The regional OD traffic flow is tabulated in Table 3.

6.2 Traffic Management Plan Design

Jiangsu Road station is the turn back station that is

responsible for emptying all the passengers, so bridging

passenger flow demand is mainly decided by the number of

passengers that the train empty when it arrives at the sta-

tion, and the proportion that passengers choose bridging

bus. The number of passengers can be calculated by pas-

senger flow OD and arriving and departing time of trains;

the calculation of the proportion that passengers choose

bridging bus can refer to our previous research [20], this

Table 2 The evaluation index

system of traffic management

outside the station in emergent

events of URT

First-grade indicator Second-grade indicator

The service level of evacuation passenger The biggest passenger flow density at bus waiting area

Average waiting time

Average queue length

The running condition of emergency bus Average running speed

Average delay

Average queue length

The running condition of general vehicle Average travel speed

Average delay

Eest Xujing Jiangsu Road

West Najing Road

People’s Square

Pudong International AirportLine interruption Part route

Fig. 3 Illustration of metro accident case in Shanghai Metro Line 2
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research is based on passenger travel behavior character-

istics in emergent events of URT, which used the result of

passenger travel behavior survey and Stated Preference

survey as basic data and proposed passenger behavior

distribution Logit model. We chose cost, SDB, and MRSQ

as influencing factors, and calculate the utility value of

three modes (URT, bus, and other modes). Then, the results

were imported into Logit model. We can get selected

portion of three modes, respectively, as 75, 14, and 11 %.

Finally through station passenger flow simulation, we can

get bridging passenger flow demand as 2082 people per

hour in Jiangsu Road station.

For the design of traffic management plan outside the

station, it should be considered from the following four

points: firstly, ensuring passenger evacuation safety and

quickly; secondly, passenger evacuation should be mainly

through public transportation, thirdly, it can implement

traffic separation in the area; lastly, minimizing the impact

on background traffic. In view of this, we proposed three

representative traffic management plans; design logic of

the plans is shown in Fig. 5. In the figure, emergency bus

priority level reflects passenger evacuation efficiency and

the influence degree on general vehicles reflects the degree

of background traffic disturbed. The higher emergency bus

priority level shows that traffic management was more

biased toward to bus transportation; therefore, influence

degree on general vehicles is higher. In addition, emer-

gency rescue vehicles have strict priority, which do not

exist plan optimization problems.

(1) Plan 1 (No emergency traffic management)

This plan do not have emergency traffic manage-

ment, which maintains the current traffic manage-

ment. (As shown in Fig. 6)

(2) Plan 2 (Partial priority)

Main content is as follows (as shown in Fig. 7).

• Jiangsu Road vehicles ban left in Jiangsu Road

Yuyuan Road intersection (except emergency

vehicles) and the intersection signal phase

changes into two phase.

• Setting bridging bus route, which starts from

Jiangsu Road station to People’s Square station,

buses depart from two stations at the same time.

There are 5 buses every batch and departure

interval is 10 min.

• Setting emergency bus stop around the No 8.

subway exit. Emergency buses enter into the

traffic management area from the west side of

Yuyuan Road or the north side of Jiangsu Road.

Yuyuan Road
Dongzhuanbang RoadShanghai metro 

line2

Legend

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

910

11
12

13

1
2

4
3

5
8

7
6

1

2

4

3

The traffic management area  Jiangsu Road station

Subway exit1  Bus stop1 1 O/D

 100m

Fig. 4 The traffic management area outside the Jiangsu Road station

Table 3 The regional OD

traffic flow in the traffic

management area

O D

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1 0 87 3 0 30 10 62 6 3 8 777 3 104

2 9 0 6 0 140 41 266 8 2 10 6 23 18

3 10 105 0 0 276 55 20 4 3 5 2 3 15

4 5 52 0 0 53 12 4 3 3 4 3 3 11

5 9 4 3 0 0 95 36 128 27 162 75 367 17

6 3 5 60 0 64 0 142 3 3 2 3 5 5

7 6 79 10 0 9 31 0 6 2 4 3 11 11

8 2 19 15 0 13 46 2 0 134 13 2 3 2

9 4 3 17 0 21 47 2 235 0 42 2 6 2

10 7 2 2 0 42 6 0 29 132 0 2 8 2

11 421 28 5 0 168 16 13 7 2 9 0 96 65

12 120 3 14 0 588 5 47 26 5 33 26 0 19

13 72 59 4 0 21 7 43 4 2 5 45 2 0
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• Setting bicycle lane as temporary parking area

for emergency buses in Jiangsu Road, return trip

buses empty all the passengers at No 2. Buses

stop, then return to temporary parking area

through Anxi Road and Changning Road.

(3) Plan 3 (Absolute priority)

Mainly content is as follows (as shown in Fig. 8).

• All the vehicles ban left in Jiangsu Road Yuyuan

Road intersection (except emergency vehicles)

and the intersection signal phase changes into

three phase, which includes emergency bus

special signal.

• Setting bridging bus route, which starts from

Jiangsu Road station to People’s Square station,

buses depart from two stations at the same time.

There are 5 buses every batch and departure

interval is 10 min.

• Setting emergency bus stop around the No 8.

subway exit. Emergency buses enter into the

traffic management area from the west side of

Yuyuan Road or the north side of Jiangsu Road.

Setting bus exclusive lane under emergency in

Jiangsu Road and Yuyuan Road.

• Setting bicycle lane as temporary parking area

for emergency bus in Jiangsu Road, return trip

buses empty all the passengers at No 2. Buses

stop, then return to temporary parking area

through Anxi Road and Changning Road.

6.3 Analysis of Simulation Result

We got simulation results through Vissim and Railsys

software. The input parameters for RailSys and Vissim are

shown in Table 4.

Then, we obtained evaluation indicators through the

calculation. The following specific analysis shows the

evaluation results.

(1) Estimate the rationality of plans:

As shown in Fig. 9, in plan 2 or plan 3, the number

of passengers evacuated per hour is much greater

than plan 1. Bridging passenger flow demand is 2082

people per hour, so plan 2 or plan 3 can satisfy flow

demand; however, plan 1 cannot satisfy flow
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H
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Ineffective plan

Plan 2

Plan 3

In
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en
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e 
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s

Emergency bus priority level

(No emergency 
traffic management)

(Partial priority)
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Fig. 5 Design logic of traffic management plans
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Fig. 6 Illustration of traffic

management plan 1
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demand. Therefore, plan 2 or plan 3 is a reasonable

plan.

(2) Comprehensive evaluation:

In order to test the availability of the evaluationmodel,

we analyzed all the three plans’ evaluation indicators,

it just shall compare evaluation results of plan 2 and

plan 3 during the actual operation. Comprehensive

evaluation indicators are shown in Table 5.

In the evaluation results of service level of evacuation

passenger, we can see plan 1 is at a low level. In the

evaluation results of running condition of emergency

bus, we can see evacuation efficiency of emergency

bus is the highest in plan 3. In the evaluation results of

running condition of general vehicle, we can see plan 3

has the greatest impact on traffic background.

Evaluation results were calculated through TOPSIS

model, then we can get the weight of indicator and the

relative adjacent degree Ci of plan (as tabulated in

Table 6). According to the explanation of Ci,

C2 [C3 [C1, we can draw a conclusion that plan 2

is optimal.

6.4 Evaluate Feedback

For plan 1, it can rearrange train operation adjustment

scheme, which choose other stations to empty passengers

in addition to Jiangsu Road station. Besides, it shall control
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Fig. 7 Illustration of traffic

management plan 2
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transit passenger flow, and guide passengers to transfer in

URT system, which can reduce bridging passenger flow

demand.

For plan 2 or plan 3, it can encourage passengers

transfer to the ground public transportation. At the same

time, it can speed up facilities speed in the station, thus

reduce passenger transfer time. Especially for plan 3, it can

induce general vehicles make a detour, which can ensure

general vehicles driving smoothly. If the measure could be

executed, we can consider choosing plan 3.

In addition, based on the same background traffic, we

conduct sensitivity analysis for bridging passenger flow

demand, which includes average evacuation network

clearance time VS demand, and relative adjacent degree

VS demand (as shown in Fig. 10). As shown in Fig. 10a,

average evacuation network clearance time for plan 1 is the

longest, when passenger demand is greater than 3000

people, the clearance time for plan 2 is longer than plan 3.

As shown in Fig. 10b, when passenger demand is 0 people,

relative adjacent degree for plan 1 is the largest, plan 1 is

optimal. When passenger demand is between 500 people

and 2000 people, relative adjacent degree for plan 2 is

largest, plan 2 is optimal. When passenger demand is

between 2500 people and 3500 people, relative adjacent

degree for plan 3 is largest, plan 3 is optimal.

7 Conclusions

Traffic management objects should have the right to share

road infrastructure, so the capacity should be orderly dis-

tributed under a certain space–time condition, which meets

the demand of each object to finish the evacuation task.

In this research, we studied on traffic management plan

evaluation outside the station with simulation, compared

the merits of different plans. Firstly, we analyzed conver-

sion process from metro passenger flow to bus traffic flow.

Then, we developed logical model of traffic management

simulation and presented transitive relation among differ-

ent simulation types. In addition, we extracted key indi-

cators around the three objects: passenger, emergency bus,

and general vehicle. Finally, in the case of Jiangsu Road

station, this paper designed three representative plans, the

results showed that the second ‘‘partial priority plan’’ is

Table 4 The input parameters for RailSys and Vissim

The input parameters for RailSys

Station and line

Station number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 … Platform type Island platform

Inter-station

distance(m)

– 1588 1075 2757 2551 2176 969 1459 … Available length of platform(m) 80

Urban rail transit train

Max speed 80 km/h Length 80 m Weight 124t Weight of

viscous drag

82t Viscous drag

coefficient

0.10 % Average

acceleration

0.9 m/s2

The input parameters for Vissim

Desired speed

Max speed (vehicle) 35 km/h Min speed (vehicle) 25 km/h Max speed (bus) 25 km/h Min speed (bus) 20 km/h

Vehicle composition

Car proportion 0.85 Heavy goods vehicle proportion 0.15
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optimal through evaluation the method based on simula-

tion, which provides decision support for URT emergency

management. At the same time, we conducted sensitivity

analysis for bridging passenger flow demand, we can draw

a conclusion that when passenger demand is small, we

should implement ‘‘no emergency traffic management

plan’’, but when passenger demand is large, we should

implement ‘‘partial priority plan’’ or ‘‘absolute priority

plan’’. Its further research is study on train operation

adjustment method in disruptions of URT networks, which

cooperates with traffic management plan to make the

evacuation result best.

Table 5 The simulation result of comprehensive indicators

The service level of evacuation passenger

The biggest passenger flow density (people/m2) Average waiting time (min) Average queue length (people)

Plan 1 13.33 22.61 833

Plan 2 1.39 2.57 87

Plan 3 1.39 3.61 123

The running condition of emergency bus

Average running speed (km/h) Average delay (s) Average queue length (m)

Plan 1 9.11 410.4 16

Plan 2 12.94 275.1 23.49

Plan 3 19.00 135.8 25.78

The running condition of general vehicle

Average travel speed (km/h) Average delay (s)

Plan 1 18.47 147.90

Plan 2 17.79 166.15

Plan 3 14.23 239.57

Table 6 The weight of indicator and the relative adjacent degree of plan

The service level of evacuation passenger

Evaluation indicator The biggest passenger flow density Average waiting time Average queue length

Indicator weight 0.1334 0.1316 0.1321

The running condition of emergency bus

Evaluation indicator Average running speed Average delay Average queue length

Indicator weight 0.1207 0.1225 0.1199

The running condition of general vehicle

Evaluation indicator Average travel speed Average delay

Indicator weight 0.1196 0.1201

Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3

Relative adjacent degree Ci 0.2131 0.7067 0.6960
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